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 xml THE VERSION INFO This is an unofficial port. The files named after the versions of the engine in the folders were
created by the 1.0.0 version. There are also many files from previous versions of Minecraft. Detailed versions are available

below. They are arranged in the following list: To read descriptions of the files contained in the archive, see File Descriptions.
In addition, an image preview for each file has been added. The preview is only available on the home page of the project ( and
does not show individual files. Contents If you can read this list, thank you for reading. If you like it, vote. If you think that a

file should be deleted, tell me. 00.9.1 This folder contains some patches by TK for the PC version of Minecraft. These are hacks
and fixes for the modulare and network variants of the version. 02.1 This folder contains the versions of the modulare, network

and server build of the game. Some of them can be used to build a new modulare or server. However, if you are interested in
playing this modulare or this server, you should try the last version of the modulare version first. The last version is 1.0.0.7148.
For the modulare version, the latest version that is compatible with the current version is 1.0.0.7148. The latest version that is
compatible with the server is 1.0.0.7164. In this folder there is also a folder for modulare or server versions from 1.1.x, 1.2.x,
1.3.x and 1.4.x. If you want to play the modulare or server version of these versions, you should use this folder. In this folder
there is also a folder with the server versions of the modulare and network. In this folder there is also a folder with the server
versions of the modulare and network for 1.1.x, 1.2.x, 1.3.x and 1.4.x. The version of the server that is compatible with the

server is 82157476af
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